Just In Time Teaching (JITT)

Out of Class (Instructor)  Out of Class (Students)

Begin Here.

1. Instructor designs online assignments/exercises for students to complete prior to the upcoming class. The assignment/exercise:
   - Requires students to complete a reading, watch a video, etc.
   - Should require students to demonstrate that they know or have learned from this preparatory material through i.e. a warm-up quiz, problem/puzzling question, etc.

    **NOTE:** Assignment due date (time) should allow instructor (or TAs) to review responses ahead of class. In addition, assignment/exercise should prepare students by presenting materials considered time consuming to cover in class - i.e. facts, procedures, etc.; or materials that require time for reflection - i.e. concepts, strategies, etc.

2. Students (generally as individuals) complete the assigned tasks and post answers to online system.

3. Instructor reviews student responses from the online system and determines upcoming class content. If responses reveal majority of students have:
   - Weak understanding (misconceptions): instructor prepares in-class presentation to review material
   - Strong understanding: instructor prepares in-class activity to consolidate the material